PRESS ANNOUNCEMENT

Progress and Logi Analytics Partner to Launch Progress
OpenEdge Analytics360
Partnership delivers a comprehensive, powerful analytics solution to thousands of Progress
OpenEdge customers and partners worldwide
WESTFORD, Mass. (PUG Challenge) and MCLEAN, Va.–June 8, 2015–Progress and Logi
Analytics, a leader in self-service analytics, today announced the release of Progress®
OpenEdge® Analytics360, a new custom analytics platform to help customers unlock the value of
operational data. The announcement was made at the Progress Users Group (PUG) Challenge
Americas 2015, being held at the Westford Regency Inn and Conference Center, Westford,
Mass., June 7-10.
As the business environment changes, applications must respond and keep pace. This includes
ensuring all applications today deliver best-of-breed analytics at their core. The combination of
world class technology from Progress and Logi Analytics now gives customers a comprehensive,
powerful analytics solution customized to their business as well as a competitive advantage in
their respective marketplaces with a tailored next-generation analytics solution.
“Due to increased amounts of data stored in systems of records, our OpenEdge platform
customers have analytics and business intelligence as their top priority in 2015 and beyond,” said
Jerry Rulli, President, OpenEdge business unit at Progress. “The OpenEdge Analytics360
platform not only combines industry leading business intelligence and data tools, but the pre-built
content will provide customers with a more rapid time to market, reduced cost and faster returnon-investment. This gives the OpenEdge Analytics360 platform a definite advantage over
traditional BI tools.”
“Analytics aren’t one-size-fits-all, and end users need to be empowered to access the data they
need, when they need it, without technical assistance,” said Brett Jackson, President and CEO,
Logi Analytics. “We are pleased to be partnering with Progress to offer customers intuitive selfservice analytic capabilities tailored to individuals’ specific roles and skills, which will help drive
user adoption across your business.”
Key features in the Progress OpenEdge Analytics360 platform include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A complete range of self-service analytics, from dashboards and reports, end user authoring,
and visual analytics.
Highly customizable interface with advanced data visualizations and feature-rich reporting.
Flexible security settings and options.
Customized output style to meet complex requirements.
Pre-built KPIs for a quick and easy embeddable solution for ISV partners to deliver as part of
their business applications.
Service offerings from Progress Bravepoint to include Training, Mentoring, and BI Blueprint, a
comprehensive document created collaboratively to outline the planned end result of your BI
project.

For more information about OpenEdge Analytics360, please click here.

Additional Resources
Follow Progress on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Google+
Follow Logi Analytics on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn
About Progress
Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) is a global software company that simplifies the development,
deployment and management of business applications on-premise or in the cloud, on any
platform or device, to any data source, with enhanced performance, minimal IT complexity and
low total cost of ownership. Progress can be reached at www.progress.com or 1-781-280-4000.
About Logi Analytics
Logi Analytics is the leader in self-service analytics, delivering tools designed to meet the needs
of users, IT and product managers. At Logi, we are re-imagining how software can empower
individuals, and the organizations and products that serve them, with analytics that can be
embedded directly into the business applications people use every day. From interactive
dashboards to ad hoc queries and visual analysis, Logi enables users to explore and discover
insights, and make data-driven decisions.
More than 1,600 customers worldwide rely on Logi. The company is headquartered in McLean,
Virginia, with offices in the U.K. and Europe. Logi Analytics is a privately held, venture-backed
firm. For more information, visit LogiAnalytics.com.
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